
 

 

Your Abundance Code 

Your Abundance Code is the easiest way for you to draw abundance into your life included in this 

free PDF are some top tips to unlock your abundance code and allow abundance and love in all it’s 

forms into your life  

 

You have an ‘Abundance Anatomy’ which includes Abundance Chakras – making sure your MAIN 

abundance chakra is open and clear will help you in drawing abundance in to your now  

 

Your Main Abundance Chakra is the one you ‘live and create through’ –  

 

The Main Abundance chakras are ‘The Root’ The Stomach’ The Heart’  

 

Your Main abundance chakra is the one associated with your biggest learnings right now for example  

 

Your Root – Security and Safety 

Your Root chakra will be your main abundance chakra if you are experiencing fluctuations with 

money, housing, and employment – you may think that your root should be wide open but 

depending on the type of soul you are (elemental, earth, animal galactic or angel) you will conjure 

more security issues if it is wide open as a rule of thumb your Root chakra needs to be around 50% 

open to allow things to settle strengthen and calm down  

 

Your Stomach – Motivation and Appreciation 

Your stomach chakra will be your main abundance chakra if your experiencing frustration around 

certain life areas you may well be experiencing inconsistent results and a feeling of being held back 

the stomach chakra relates to being either ‘on track’ or on the wrong path you can also be 

corded/attached/attacked  in the stomach and this can literally make you feel that it’s impossible to 

move forward As a general rule of thumb your stomach needs to be around 70% closed to allow you 

to move forward in a comfortable manner  



 

 

Your Heart Chakra – Self love and belief 

 

Your heart chakra is likely to be your main abundance chakra if you are connected to other peoples 

behaviour or want someone to do something for you to feel safe.  Your heart chakra is connected to 

your higher self and also the actual fields of love (and abundance) the biggest setbacks can be having 

‘heart walls’ which disallow new energy coming in so the atoms change their make up Heart Walls 

keep everything as it is again and again and yet our attachment and desperation can grow as we feel 

the compaction in our energy fields the ideal heart chakra setting is 100% but we opt for 80% to take 

into account your soul type  

 

To Set Your Abundance Chakra To It’s optimum Setting Please Simply Say ‘ Spirit Please recalibrate 

my chakras to (the % amount stated) and so it is ‘  

 

Your Soul Type – Where you are from 

 

 

 

You as a soul are part of everything else but as a soul you have been many things at many times yet 

there are ‘properties’ that make up the collection of source energy that you are, the soul type you 

are dictates how you ‘reproduce’ in the Universe – and also assists you in understanding how to 

manifest on earth . You also have an abundance vibration which you need to activate in order to 

increase your flow  

 



Angel Soul – this means you came from one of the realms near the angelic realm closest to the 

‘Spiritual Sun’ & Source – as an angel soul you are very magical and may have family that is very 

different to you.  You will be a natural healer but you may find it hard to deal with the negative 

energy around you, and you may have given too much of your power away to manifest easily, the 

first thing for you is to make sure you have enough physical energy and are grounded to the earth 

plane, Angel souls have a tendency to ‘flee’ when they feel discontent or overwhelmed, if you aren’t 

grounded you can’t manifest .  The 2nd piece of your abundance code is to make sure you have 

enough magic in your life, you will be surrounded by angels at all times but if you don’t feel their 

support It can feel a lonely road, learning to connect with your angels allows for you to feel ‘at 

home’ and able to play on earth  

Your Abundance Vibration is ‘ Choice’ 

 

Elemental Soul – as an elemental soul you are affected by and come from the elements. You will 

have a ‘favourite element’ such as water earth fire or the wind which motivates you and gives you 

peace although you will be drawn to all, you will also have spent time in the elemental realm.  You 

will be drawn to the sun or the moon and you will find it irresistible to be more than one thing at 

once.  As you are a wild free soul you will only manifest if you have enough freedom, you will also 

find it hard to focus your energies on just one thing, you will manifest into your life the best when 

you are involved in many different things which takes the energy evenly around your energy bodies.  

As an elemental soul the seasons and even the lunar cycles can affect what manifests and you need 

to monitor when you are most productive.  

 

Your Abundance Vibration is ‘Play’ 

 

 

 

 

Galactic Soul – as a galactic soul you will have spent most of your time as a star being in fact other 

parallel aspects of you will be in the star races as we speak so you can find earth to be heavy slow 

and dense.  You may find the people around you to be too slow or too 3rd dimensional for you and 

you must be careful attempts to manifest do not turn into arrogance or indignation.  You may feel as 

though things take ‘too long’ and that is because other parts of you can manifest in the blink of an 

eye, your job is to make sure you ground your high wisdom energy and you may be in a process of 



slowing down to speed up.  As a galactic soul you will get new concepts quickly but you must give 

time for the ‘real world’ to catch up  

 

Your Abundance Vibration is Trust  

 

Earth Soul – as a beautiful earth soul you have been on earth more than anywhere else however you 

can be heavily affected by the energy of the collective.  If people around you are having a hard time 

you can ‘plug into this’ and find it really affects your ability to change your life.  As an earth soul you 

will most easily manifest more of the same so heightening your earthly vibration with the energy of 

the universe and realising you are magical and full of potential is vital in this way you are able to see 

that there is no ‘earthly reason’ nor Universal one why your wants and needs may not be fulfilled   

 

Your Abundance Vibration is ‘Allow 

 

’ 

 

The Rule Of 3 

 

The Rule of 3 is your final part of your code it is about your ‘holy trinity’ which put simply is your 3 

main energetic bodies we have of course your physical body, but we are talking about your Mental 

‘body’ of energy your emotional body of energy and finally and the least understood is your Spiritual 

body of energy 

Your Spiritual body is the one responsible for manifesting she is very aware of your thoughts and 

your attempts to control them.  She is very aware of your feelings and your attempts to control 

those.  But SHE is connected to your highest self, and she is charged with the job of growing no 

matter what your circumstances are like and what your personality is reacting to or affected by  

 

Your Spiritual body realises you are challenges she understands you are irritated, stressed, tired and 

she is urging you to listen to her to integrate what needs to be understood and learnt.  She is here to 

help ‘all of you grow’ with things just as they are achieve greater balance whilst in the physical and 



enjoy a greater connection to your blissful non physical higher self, when you ‘marry’ your 

personality responses (mind and feelings ) with the urgings of the higher self (intuition and 

cognition) you will open up your 9th chakra which is 3 feet above your head and is your centre for 

‘downloads’  - when you get your ‘abundance anatomy’ in sync (all of the above affected by 

everyone and everything out ‘there’) She will act upon your higher self’s guidance  

 

Your Holy Trinity is to balance your mental responses emotional knee jerks and combine them with 

the ever aware under current which is your spirit through monitoring integrating more self love 

higher levels of compassion for yourself and others and best of all dropping all labels that you have 

attempted to define you by your experience on earth changes, grows and expands – thus allowing 

you to welcome so much more love and abundance into your life  

 

 

 

 

Your Abundance code is this  

 

A balanced Main Abundance Chakra  

Understanding Your Soul Type & How You Manifest  

A balanced energy body (all 3 ) 

Doing what’s REALLY right for you  

 

We would love to help you do all of the above and in Self Love & Abundance Season 2 – YOU WILL 

RECEIVE  

 

3 calls packed with clearings 

A Self Love and Abundance Oracle Card Reading 

Your own Soul Type Abundance Clearing 



4 weeks support card pulls readings in the Facebook group 

3 pdf’s detailing your clearings  

 

All this for just £99 – I have only 4 spaces left message me at hello@sheelaghmaria.com for your 

space now  
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